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As a Division I Student-Athlete I know what it is like having to juggle multiple tasks in order to
fulfill the responsibilities that come with being a college student and a near to professional athlete. Trying
to organize yourself can be quite overwhelming at times, that’s why I came up with AthleteSmartApp, a
user-friendly AI based planner that will suggest a schedule that allows you to maximize available
academic resources while at the same time considering your athletic and personal demands. This app
starts by importing your athletic calendar (training, travel, rehabilitation, team meetings, etc), class
schedule, and corresponding state holiday calendar. It then imports each course’s syllabus so that the
calendar is populated with assignment due dates, exams, and office hours. Next, the underlying program
will estimate the number of hours a student should devote to each course per week. This will be done on
the basis of the course’s number of credit hours and the user’s feedback. At the end of each week, the user
will complete a short survey indicating what he believes are his strongest and weakest classes (see Figure
1). This, in addition to the user’s progress in a course tracked by their grade entries (see Figure 2) will
allow the app to further customize how many hours a week the user should devote to a given course.
Subsequently, the app will align the hours that need to be devoted to each course near office hours,
assignment deadlines, and exam dates (see Figure 3). During these times, the app will also suggest what
the student should work on (upcoming assignments, study for an approaching exam, or default to
reviewing new material covered in class) (see Figure 4b). Upon the completion of an assignment on time
(i.e. prior to its deadline), the user will be awarded with a number of stars (which will be directly
proportional to the level of difficulty he estimates for the course). These rewards will be cumulative
throughout each semester and can then be exchanged for monetized rewards (see Figure 4a). Since being
a student-athlete can get exhausting and lead to burn outs, especially during season, AthleteSmartApp is
also designed to incorporate protected time for the user to rest, be alone, or socialize. During these times,
the app will be able to promote mindfulness through calm app suggestions, suggest spotify podcasts, and
suggest activities to do with friends nearby based on current location (see Figure 4c).
Soar in sports and succeed at school, systematically and simultaneously.

Figure 1 - End of week survey to update user’s strengths and weaknesses

Figure 2 - User’s course progress

Figure 3 - A week’s schedule

Figure 4
a) User profile

b) Study notification

c) Down time notification

